


FAMILY IMAGE REQUIRED

OGIO boasts several patented and patent pending innovations on many of its golf bags. Patented innovations include all Woode-™ club management systems, the ZBP™ (Zipperless Ball Pocket) and the Molded Ball Silo™.  

Patent pending innovations include the Silencer™ Club Protection System, TORQ Strap™,   Shoxx X4™ suspension straps, Uniter™ club management systems.

OGIO CARVED A REPUTATION AS A DESIGNER OF ADRENALINE-DRIVEN STYLED GOLF BAGS AND APPAREL BORN FROM OUR SPORTS HERITAGE. 

WE BUILT THIS REPUTATION BY CRAFTING OUR COLLECTIONS FROM PERFORMANCE MATERIALS SURROUNDING INNOVATIVE DESIGN FEATURES THAT 

PROVIDE THE ULTIMATE COMBINATION OF PROTECTION, COMFORT, ORGANIZATION AND STYLE.





AQUATECH PLACEHOLDER
FAMILY IMAGE REQUIRED

AQUATECH
WATERPROOF COLLECTION
AQUATECH
WATERPROOF COLLECTION
AQUATECH
WATERPROOF COLLECTION
AQUATECH
WATERPROOF COLLECTION



QUALITY AND INNOVATION
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A 15-way 2XBarrel cart top with integrated handles and convenient dual 
front putter pit allowing for maximum capacity.
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2X BARREL CART TOP

A dual injected handle featuring three attachment points which help 
aid in better balance and leverage.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

An integrated channel that runs behind the exterior pockets for easy 
cart strap attachment without obstructing access to the bag.

CART STRAP CHANNEL

No more fumbling with ball pocket zippers. Just pull and grab while 
the spring system on the ZBP takes care of the rest and you spring 
back into play.

ZIPPERLESS BALL POCKET™

A handy grab point located at the bottom of the bag makes it easy to 
hoist the bag safely.

5 EASY LIFT HANDLE
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QUALITY AND INNOVATION
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The Diamond Ultralite top encompasses the ultimate design for 
performance. 14 diamond-like shapes encourage maximum separation 
and protection for your clubs. Three built in "easy grab" handles allow for 
optimal maneuverability.

An integrated channel that runs behind the exterior pockets for easy cart 
strap attachment without obstructing access to the bag.

Always keep a few bullets in the chamber. The Ball Silo allows you to be 
ready at all times for any unexpected dangers that you might encounter 
during a round.

1

3

2

DIAMOND ULTRALITE PERFORMANCE TOP

CART STRAP CHANNEL

BALL SILO™

An easy access exterior pocket with quick closure is perfect for stashing 
keys, a wallet or phone.

4 RAP [RAPID ACCESS POCKET]



Now available in both stand and cart bag options. Silencer 
technology features 15 individual compartments that allow for a 
variety of club configurations. Each compartment has a protective 
membrane at the top that centers and gently holds the club shaft. 
The compression fit bottom securely holds the club grip and 
keeps it from moving and spinning.

The result is incredible protection for your club shafts and heads 
combined with Silencing technology that greatly minimizes the 
annoying sound of clanking clubs. Less clanks and less dings will 
extend the look of your new clubs!

SHINING NEW LIGHT
ON THE GOLF BAG

CART TOP



Dynamic protective membrane top 
made of high grade polymer holds 
clubs separate and secure.  

Proprietary Unibody Grip lock bottom 
with flex grab teeth locks clubs in place 
and eliminates club head movement.  

STAND TOP

• Patent pending



INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW

SILENCER BAG SERIES



STYLE:125050

16 | blue static

16 | blue static

SILENCER

9.5” Woode top with advanced Silencer™  
club protection membrane and integrated front handle

Load equalizing SHOXX™ X4 full suspension 
system with advanced XX shoulder pads 

Cart strap channel
Fleece lined valuables pocket

Walking accessible insulated water bottle pocket
Easy grab trunk handle 

Pen sleeve
7 pockets (6 zippered)

Custom logo: Detachable front pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

437 | dark static

Click, grip, lock and hold. Secure and 
protect your clubs with the innovative 

Silencer Club Protection System stand bag.

STYLE:124050
SILENCER

15-way 2X Barrel Silencer Club Management System™
Cart strap channel

Fleece lined valuables pocket
Velcro glove attachment patch

Insulated hydration pocket
Easy grab trunk handle 

Pen sleeve
8 zippered pockets

Custom logo: Detachable front pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

Click, grip, lock and hold. Secure and 
protect your clubs with the innovative 

Silencer Club Protection System cart bag.

945 | cayenne/crosswalk

945 | cayenne/crosswalk

SILENCER CART TOP

SILENCER STAND TOP

437 | dark static

single strap 
compatible

DOUBLE STRAP

[STAND]

[CART]



STYLE:511800
AQUATECH

STYLE:511800
AQUATECH

[STAND]

[CART]

3OG | black/black

15-WAY 2X BARREL

4-WAY WOODE

1OG | black/black

15-way 2X barrel top with oversized putter pit and three grab handles
Seven zippered pockets include two large apparel pockets, three accessory 

pockets, large insulated cooler pocket, fleece lined valuables pocket
Waterproof thermo welded seams and zippers 

Premium lightweight waterproof fabrics, including waterproof rain hood
One finger zipper pulls

Umbrella containment system
Deluxe waterproof single shoulder strap

Weight 4.8lbs (2.18K)

Fit Disc four point, equalizing, self-adjusting strap system
9” wide mouth, 4-way performance top with full length dividers

Premium lightweight waterproof fabrics, including waterproof rain hood
Waterproof thermo welded seams and zippers

Four zippered pockets include two apparel pockets, ball pocket, internal 
organization sleeve, and fleece lined valuables pocket

Insulated water bottle pocket
One finger zipper pulls

Umbrella containment system
Molded front and carry handles

Weight 3.8lbs (1.72K)

2OG | black/charcoal/red

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

4OG | black/charcoal/red



The SHOXX X4™ Suspension 
with integrated, adjustable 
elastomeric straps equalizes 
the load of the bag. 
This creates a much more 
comfortable walking 
experience with much less 
strain on the neck, shoulders 
and back.

The Rapid Access Pocket is an 
easy-access exterior pocket with 

quick closure and is perfect for 
safely stashing keys, a 

wallet or phone.

SHOXX X4™

RAPID ACCESS 
POCKET

SUSPENSION 
STRAPS



946 | pomegranate/light static
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437 | dark static

STYLE:125062
GROM

14-way Diamond Performance Stand top with integrated front 
handle and oversized putter pit
Load equalizing SHOXX™ X4 full suspension 
system with XX single shoulder strap 
ZBP™ (Zipperless Ball Pocket)
RAP (Rapid Access Pocket)
Low Profile OGIO Ball Silo™
Weather-resistant fleece lined valuables pocket
Cart strap channel
6 pockets (4 zippered)

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

OGIO’s best selling stand bag for the golfer that wants  
a hybrid bag that can be used as either a carry or cart 
riding bag. Features OGIO’s innovations including New 
SHOXX X4 Equalizing Suspension Single Strap, Zipperless 
Ball Pocket, Ball Silo, and Cart Strap Channel.

947 | dijon/crosswalk437 | dark static

STYLE:124066
GROM

5-way 2X Barrel cart top with integrated handles and 
over-molded front dual putter pit
ZBP™ (Zipperless Ball Pocket)
Molded front handle
Weather-resistant fleece lined valuables pocket
Cart strap channel
Pen sleeve and divot tool sleeve
8 pockets (7 zippered)

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

Cart bag featuring the best of OGIO’s innovations including 
2X Barrel Top and Zipperless Ball Pocket. The pinnacle of 
cart bag majesty. Your clubs and accessories nestled safely 
in the lap of luxury.

14-WAY DIAMOND

947 | dijon/crosswalk

15-WAY 2X BARREL

[STAND]

[CART]

946| pomegranate/light static

double strap 
compatible

SINGLE STRAP



At the center of OGIO’s new Fit Disc Strap System is a unique custom designed dual molded 
technology that conjoins the straps but allows complete and free independent movement of each 

individual strap. This allows the straps to automatically adjust, level and evenly distribute weight. With 
two selectable attachment points to customize to any body size or type, the new Fit Disc Technology 

System offers the most balanced, customized and comfortable carry system on the market.

FIT DISC TECHNOLOGY STRAP SYSTEM



STYLE:125064

119 | burst blue

CIRRUS

9” 7-way Holster Performance top 
with side putter pit and integrated handle

Fit Disc four point, equalizing, self-adjusting strap system
Lightweight fabrics and materials

RAP (Rapid Access Pocket) 
Weather-resistant fleece lined valuables pocket

Walking accessible insulated water bottle holster
7 pockets (6 zippered)

Custom logo: Front ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

213 | bolt green

OGIO’s lightest weight full-featured stand bag is 
light as a feather, yet it’s loaded with lots of pockets 

to store all of your necessities. It’s so light you may 
think that your clubs are carrying themselves.

STYLE:125065
CIRRUS MB

Lightweight fabrics and materials
3-way, lightweight performance top

Fit Disc four point, equalizing, self adjusting strap system
Flex foot base and integrated leg stand mechanism

Weather-resistant, fleece lined valuables pocket
Walking accessible insulated water bottle holster

4 zippered pockets
Custom logo: Front ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

Just when you thought our Cirrus bags couldn’t 
get any lighter, the all new Cirrus MB bag weighs 

in at just 3.4 lbs. It’s so light you may think that 
your clubs are carrying themselves.

[STAND]

[STAND]

386 | rush red

119 | burst blue

386 | rush red 213 | bolt green

3-WAY PERFORMANCE 

9” 7-WAY

241 | soot black

241 | soot black



386 | rush red119 | burst blue

STYLE:124062
CIRRUS

Lightweight fabrics and materials
15-way 2XBarrel cart top with integrated handles and front dual putter pit
Weather-resistant fleece lined valuables pocket with cell phone sleeve
9 zippered pockets
Custom logo: Front ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

OGIO’s lightest weight cart bag is loaded with features 
and light as a cloud. A blend of lightweight materials and 
creative engineering delivers this well-featured bag.

15-WAY 2X BARREL

[CART]

213 | bolt green
241 | soot black



348 | rust/crosswalk 16 | blue static

STYLE:125063
SHREDDER

8-way Woode top
Triple Triangle suspension strap system 
Flex foot base and integrated leg stand mechanism
Fleece lined valuables pocket
Walking accessible water bottle holster
Triple Triangle suspension strap system
Velcro glove patch
6 zippered pockets
Custom logo: Front ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

The Shredder stand bag is simplicity realized.
It gives you all the essentials while cutting out
all the extra fluff. Leaving you with an excellent
bag at an unbelievable price.

16| blue static437 |dark static 348 | rust/crosswalk

STYLE:124061
SHREDDER

11-way Woode top
Fleece lined valuables pocket 
Velcro glove patch
8 pockets
Custom logo: Front Ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

An incredible cart bag that gives you
everything you need and nothing you don’t.

8-WAY WOODE

437 | dark static

11-WAY WOODE

[STAND]

[CART]



O2 | grey/charcoal/red O3 | black

STYLE:125066
PRESS

5 way top with integrated handle
Fleece lined valuables pocket
Water bottle pocket
6 pockets

✚

✚

✚

✚

The PRESS stand bag is our entry level bag offering 
functional performance and amazing value

STYLE:124063
PRESS

14 way top with handles
Fleece lined valuables pocket
9 pockets

✚

✚

✚

The PRESS stand bag is our entry level bag offering 
functional performance and amazing value 

[STAND]

[CART]

02 | grey/charcoal/red03| black

281 | black/acid/charcoal

281 | black/acid/charcoal



952 | polka dot

STYLE:124064
MAJESTIC

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

With both beauty and brains, this luxury 
cart bag is queen of the course.

[CART]

15-WAY 2X BARREL

252 | brown leather

Designer fabrics and OGIO button styling
Three rapid access pockets

New 15-way 2X Barrel cart top with integrated 
handles and front dual putter pit

Cart strap channels
Low profile OGIO Ball Silo

Weather-resistant, fleece lined valuables pocket 
large enough to hold a laser range finder

Deluxe padded, single shoulder strap
5 zippered pockets

WOMEN’S BAGS



STYLE:125068

28 | pink

LADY CIRRUS

281 | green

A lightweight bag that’s heavy in features. It’s so light 
you may think that your clubs are carrying themselves.

STYLE:124065
LADY CIRRUS

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

15-way 2XBarrel cart top with integrated handles and front dual putter pit
RAP (Rapid Access Pocket), fleece lined, easy access valuables pocket

Low profile OGIO Ball Silo
Cart strap channels

Deluxe padded, single shoulder strap
 5 zippered pockets

Custom logo: Front ball pocket

A blend of lightweight materials and creative 
engineering delivers this well-featured cart bag.

[STAND]

[CART]

28 | pink

281 | green

15-WAY 2X BARREL 

9” 7-WAY

03 | black

03 | black

 Lightweight fabrics and materials
9” 7-way Holster Performance top with 

side putter pit and integrated handle
Flex foot base and integrated leg stand mechanism

Fit Disc four point, equalizing, self-adjusting strap system
Walking accessible insulated water bottle holster

Zippered, fleece lined valuables pocket
RAP (Rapid Access Pocket), fleece lined, 

easy access valuables pocket
Air flow hip panel

5 zippered pockets
Custom logo: Front ball pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚



STYLE:125050
SILENCER

16 | blue static

945 | cayenne/crosswalk

437 | dark static
STAND OVERVIEW

STYLE:511800
AQUATECH

4OG | black/charcoal/redSTYLE:125062
GROM

946 | pomegranate/light static

947 | dijon/crosswalk437 | dark static

3OG | black

386 | rush red

213 | bolt green

241 | soot black

STYLE:125064
CIRRUS

119 | burst blue



STYLE:125063
SHREDDER

16 | blue static

437 | dark static

348 | rust/crosswalk

STAND OVERVIEW

STYLE:125065
CIRRUS MB

386 | rush red

119 | burst blue

241 | soot black

213 | bolt green

STYLE:125068

LADY 
CIRRUS

281 | green

03 | black

28 | pink

281 | black/acid/charcoal

STYLE:125066
PRESS

O3 | blackO2 | grey/charcoal/red



STYLE:124062
CIRRUS

STYLE:124050
SILENCER

16 | blue static

945 | cayenne/crosswalk

437 | dark static

CART OVERVIEW

1OG | black/black

2OG | black/charcoal/red

STYLE:511800
AQUATECH

STYLE:124066
GROM

437 | dark static

946 | pomegranate/light static

947 | dijon/crosswalk

386 | rush red

213 | bolt green

241 | soot black

119 | burst blue



STYLE:124063
PRESS

STYLE:124061
SHREDDER

STYLE:124064
MAJESTIC

STYLE:124065
LADY CIRRUS

28 | pink
03 | black

952 | polka dot

281 | green

252 | brown leather

348 | rust/crosswalk

16 | blue static

437 | dark static

281 | black/acid/charcoal

03 | black 02 | grey/charcoal/red



STYLE:127019
MUTANT

Large main compartment
Oversized wheels
Oversized fully padded top compartment
Easy entry opening with internal cinch-down 
strap to secure golf bag
Reinforced base with protective rails
2 large exterior pockets 
Exterior compression straps
Fits tour bags and stand bags with ease
Tip resistant

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

An unnaturally awesome creation of monstrous proportion, 
the Mutant is the Alpha male of all golf travel bags.

twin outer compartments for 
shoes and accessories

948 | green jungle

oversized wheels

437 | dark static 949 | red jungle/crosswalk

AARON BADDELEY
OGIO AMBASSADOR

TRAVEL BAGS

AARON BADDELEY
OGIO AMBASSADOR



STYLE:127017

SAVAGE

Large main compartment
Lightweight design

Smooth rolling urethane wheels
Easy entry opening with internal 

cinch-down straps
Fully padded top compartment

Exterior compression straps 
Fits cart bags and stand bags with ease

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

STRAIGHT JACKET

Large main compartment
Smooth rolling urethane wheels

Easy entry opening with internal cinch-down strap
Twin outer pockets for accessories

Fully padded top
Fits tour bags and stand bags

Tip-resistant

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

 STYLE:127013

You’d have to be crazy to travel without it. 
This no-nonsense lightweight travel bag will keep you from  
having a major anxiety attack when checking in your clubs. 

A rugged no-frills beast of a bag that’s hungry for 
gear and ready for the toughest of travel abuse.

437 | dark static

956 | red jungle

02 | red 40 | gray

twin outer compartments for 
shoes and accessories

oversized wheels

951 | blue jungle

04 | navy

03 | black



582 | gray/red

403 | gray/black 581 | gray/blue 579 | gray/white

03 | black

248 | black/acid

09 | white

03 | blue sky

03 | black

shoe bag SHOESTER
STYLE:127005GT

Carbon based anti-microbial interior 
Hose out or wipe clean 

✚

✚

43”x 22”GOLF TOWEL
STYLE:127007

Extra large, super absorbent microfiber  ✚

UMBRELLA
STYLE:127006

72” super large coverage
Extra long handle with push button auto open

✚

✚



TOURNAMENT

  STYLE:711007
HALF DOME

Sized to fit gym locker
Front zippered pocket

Standard webbing shoulder strap
All metal hardware

Side grab handle

10”h x 18”w x 9”d
 

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

131 | true royal

02 | red

36 | stealth

✚

✚

✚

STYLE:108227   
LAYOVER

Airline regulation carry-on size 
Internal side accessory pockets 
and compression straps
3” expansion zipper capability
 

22”h x 14”w x 9”d  ✚  2800 cu.in/46 L  ✚  8 lbs/3.6 kg
600D poly, 1680D poly, 840D poly swivel dobby

STYLE:108226   
TERMINAL

Wide mouth main compartment
Mesh organization dividers with 
zippered pockets opening 
Oversized external pocket with internal 
zippered mesh pocket

 

✚

✚

✚

29”h x 16”w x 13”d  ✚  5800 cu.in/95 L  ✚ 10.6 lbs/4.8 kg   
600D poly, 1680D poly, 840D poly swivel dobby

36 | stealth

03 | black

STYLE:121001   
RIG 9800

SLED structured system for
increased durability
Wide mouth opening
Large main compartment with
adjustable dividers
Heavy duty oversized wheels
 

✚

✚

✚

✚

7500 cu.in/123L   ✚  34”h x 16.5”w x 15.25”d 
14.2 lbs/6.4 kg  ✚  420D dobby poly, 
420D diamond rip stop, 600D poly

   STYLE:108087
BIG DOME

Lightweight construction 
Zippered front accessory pocket

Large main compartment

14”h x 21”w x 12”d

✚

✚

✚

03 | black

03 | black

  STYLE:417028 
SHADOW

Secure zip-around construction
Fully lined interior

Zippered front pocket
Interior zippered full-length pocket

Rear exterior pocket with hook

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

03 | black

Travel Kit



03 | black 03 | black

Dedicated fleece lined top loading 
laptop compartment fits most 17” laptops

Padded iPad™/tablet/e-reader pocket
HUB (Hybrid Unibody Backpanel) for ultimate comfort

Water bottle pocket with bottle lock feature
Quick access expandable phone pocket

 

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

STYLE:111078GT
TRIBUNE

Padded interior laptop compartment fits most 17” laptops 
Padded iPad™/tablet/e-reader sleeve

Zippered fleece lined top valuables pocket
Large main compartment

Padded back panel with moisture wicking air mesh
 

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

   STYLE:111071
RENEGADE

Armor protected dedicated laptop compartment 
with RSS fits most 17” laptops

Padded iPad™/tablet/e-reader pocket
Crush-resistant Tech Vault pocket with soft tricot liner

HUB (Hybrid Unibody Backpanel) for ultimate comfort
Padded mouse/digital camera pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

317 | black pindot

   STYLE:111074GT
BANDIT

STYLE:611901
DOPPLER

Top webbing carry handle  
Swivel hook for easy mount

Multiple compartments for toiletries  

✚

✚

✚

03 | black

PULSE
STYLE:412045  

Drawstring top 
Durable cord straps

Easy-access front zippered pocket
Mesh ventilation panels

✚

✚

✚

✚

03 | black

546 | cobalt blue/black

11

03 | black02 | red

CHILL [18-24 CAN]
STYLE:408113  

Zippered, insulated main compartment holds 18-24 12oz. cans 
Easy clean, leak proof lining
Dual side beverage/accessory holsters
Front zippered pocket
Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
Collapses for storage

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

CHILL [6-12 CAN]
STYLE:408112    

Zippered, insulated main compartment holds 6-12 12oz. cans 
Easy clean, leak proof lining
Dual side beverage/accessory holsters
Front zippered pocket
Top grab handle
Quick access expandable phone pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

13 | royal 03 | black

X-FIT PACK
STYLE:412039  

Dedicated wet/dry shoe compartment 
Crush-resistant armored pocket
Ergonomic padded shoulder straps
Adjustable sternum strap
Integrated zippered beverage pocket

✚

✚

✚

✚

✚

0362 | | black/grey


